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Foreword 

 

A Report from a Seminar Presentation by Patricia Kennedy Grimsted 

at the International Institute of Social History, Amsterdam 
 

30 October 2015  

on the occasion of her Eightieth Birthday 

 

 

 

 
 
Left to right: Frits Hoogewoud, retired curator of the Rosenthalia, Amsterdam University Library; Odette 

Vlessing, retired archivist at the Amsterdam City Archives; Eric Ketelaar, retired Chief Archivist of the 
Netherlands; Huub Sanders, chair for IISH; P.K. Grimsted; and Michel Vermote, Amsab–Institute of Social 

History, Ghent. Frits and Eric were my co-editors for Returned from Russia; Eric and Odette contributed 

articles and Frits the chart for the Dutch chapter, and Michel the article for the Belgian chapter.    

Photo courtesy Jaap Kloosterman, retired IISH director, who deserves even more appreciation for all he has 

done to encourage and assist my investigations and publications during my long association with IISH.  

 

 
I am exceedingly grateful that so many friends and colleagues gathered at the Amsterdam seminar – 

some of whom I have been associated with for almost a quarter century. Even my son, daughter-in-

law, and granddaughters came from Sweden to help celebrate my eightieth birthday and took part! 
 

My appreciation for the many comments from colleagues during and after the seminar, which have 

contributed to my analysis. I look forward to future collaborative efforts in identifying more cultural 
victims of the war and promoting their return to their owners, heirs, or homeland.  

 

I especially appreciate the participation and added commentaries by Eric Ketelaar, who joined us 
from The Hague, and Michel Vermote, who came from Ghent. I regret that our third announced 

commentator, Hélène Kaplan, retired deputy director of the Bibliothèque de documentation 

internationale contemporaine and secretary general of the Bibliothèque russe Tourguenev, could not 

be with us, but I greatly appreciate the bouquet of red roses she sent from Paris. Many thanks to 
Huub Sanders for organizing and chairing the event, to Michelle Lawrence for editorial work on the 

text, and to Aad Blok for readying it for IISH publication. 
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Introduction 

 

Displaced Pan-European Cultural Valuables on the Eastern Front: 
Seventy Years after the Second World War 
 

 

 

The Seventieth Anniversary of the end of the Second World War makes it appropriate to 

review the extensive cultural property still displaced as a result of that horrific conflict and 

its aftermath. Over the past quarter century my investigations have emphasized the Soviet-

seized archives, books, and art remaining in Russia that came to light with the collapse of 

the Soviet Union, too many of which are still unidentified and far from home. Today I 

comment briefly with a few examples, especially those of Dutch provenance. 

 First, a word of appreciation to IISH: since the early 1990s, IISH support and 

sponsorship of my reference work on Russian archives has been crucial to the development 

and survival of the Internet directory and bibliography, ArcheoBiblioBase (ABB), a feature 

on the IISH website for almost two decades. I am glad to report we are now assured of a 

new collaborative arrangement with the State Public Historical Library (GPIB) in Moscow 

to take over operations and upkeep, which we hope will permit continuation of the IISH 

English-language version. GPIB, the first Russian home for ABB 1991–1993, plans to 

revive the bilingual English and Russian character of the project as we had developed in 

Moscow in the 1990s. We await their development of a new Russian website, but already 

plans are announced on the IISH ABB English home page (www.iisg.nl/abb/). My 

contribution last year to the IISH volume honoring Jaap Kloosterman relates more about 

the ABB project and Jaap’s instrumental role.1 

  

                                                
1 Patricia Kennedy Grimsted, “Archival Revolution and ‘Intellectual Access’ in Russia: 

ArcheoBiblioBase in Moscow and Amsterdam”,  in Aad Blok, Jan Lucassen, Huub Sanders (eds), A Usable 

Collection: Essays in Honour of Jaap Kloosterman on Collecting Social History (Amsterdam University 

Press, 2014), pp. 286–309. I also gratefully acknowledge the contribution of IISH programmer Gordan 

Kupac, who developed the Internet database and whose continuing support remains essential to its 

performance. See more technical details with bibliography of related P.K. Grimsted publications in English 
and Russian: Grimsted, “ArcheoBiblioBase (ABB): Reference Bibliography for Russian Archives and 

Manuscript Repositories”, in Istoricheskaia Informatika /Historical Information Science (Moscow), 2013, no. 

4 [2014], at http://kleio.asu.ru/2013/4/hcsj-42013_contents.html. 

http://www.iisg.nl/abb/
http://kleio.asu.ru/2013/4/hcsj-42013_contents.html
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Part I – Archives and Books Still far from Home 
 

As a result of my archival directory involvements in Moscow, in 1990, I first stumbled 

(quite by accident) on documents about the foreign archives from Western Europe captured 

by Soviet authorities – most of them earlier seized by various German agencies during the 

war.2 My research and writings since then have focused extensively on displaced cultural 

valuables from the Second World War, and especially archives, often in association with 

IISH and other Dutch colleagues.3 The resulting Dutch archives returned from Moscow in 

2002 and 2003 included many, though hardly all, from IISH collections. Today’s chair, 

Huub Saunders, pictured here, was involved in that welcome home. We still need a 

published report, however, detailing archives and books from IISH that still remain 

prisoners of war far from home. Many of those participating in the seminar represent other 

victimized Dutch institutions. 

 

 

  

                                                
2 See Grimsted, Displaced Archives on the Eastern Front: Restitution Problems from World War II and 

its Aftermath (Amsterdam,1995 – 'IISH Research Papers', no. 18). Updated versions appeared in Janus: 

Revue Archivistique / Archival Review (International Council of Archives), 1996, no. 2, and Contemporary 

European History, 6 (1997, no. 1), pp. 27–74. 
3 See the online bibliography of my publications on the subject, many with hyperlinks to PDF files with 

full texts, “Displaced Cultural Treasures as a Result of World War II and Restitution Issues:  A bibliography 

of publications by Patricia Kennedy Grimsted,” at https://socialhistory.org/en/russia-archives-and-

restitution/bibliography. 

Fig. 1. Returned archival files in Soviet Russian boxes arrive at the International Institute for 

Social History, April 2002, welcomed by collection department specialist Huub Sanders 

(right), archivist Ed Kool, and honorary fellow, Patricia K. Grimsted. 

https://socialhistory.org/en/russia-archives-and-restitution/bibliography
https://socialhistory.org/en/russia-archives-and-restitution/bibliography
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The saga of displaced archives – and especially other European cultural valuables – 

in Russia still continues. My investigations initially focused on the Eastern Front, which 

became increasing possible – and vitally important – with the collapse of the Soviet Union. 

Yet I came to realize that the subject requires exploration in a much broader trans-European 

dimension. During the Nazi Era, European cultural valuables were displaced throughout the 

European Continent – and even across 

continents – to an extent unknown in 

history. Some that were fortunate 

enough to survive the war had the 

misfortune of a second seizure by 

Soviet Trophy Brigades. Further 

displaced to the former Soviet Union, 

they were hidden away during the 

subsequent Cold War, and many remain 

there to this day.  

The sources needed to locate 

and identify the millions of still-

displaced cultural items are likewise 

dispersed in archives far and wide, and 

too many of them remain inaccessible, 

especially in Russia. With my training 

first and foremost as an historian, and 

secondly as a reference archivist, I 

primarily focus on the archival sources 

needed to uncover wartime cultural 

displacements and their postwar 

location and recovery. Such efforts 

were often frustrated in the former 

Soviet Union, and I am afraid the recent 

East–West divide has not encouraged 

more transparency. Over the past five 

years, increasing strong instructions 

from the Russian Ministry of Culture 

forbid libraries and museums to release 

information about their ‘trophy’ holdings and many relevant archival sources have been 

reclassified. The international outlook of colleagues at IISH, and also the NIOD here in 

Amsterdam, have provided a most congenial environment and encouragement for my 

research and writings over the years, and a publication outlet for many of my findings.  

Updated Pan-European Guide to ERR and Related Archives 

The Einsatzstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg (ERR) – the special operational task force directed 

by Hitler’s leading ideologue Alfred Rosenberg – was the major Nazi agency engaged 

specifically in looting cultural valuables in German-occupied countries during the Second 

World War. I became concerned about the fate of ERR archives in late 1989: I had access 

in Kyiv to what I found to be the largest remaining component of ERR records anywhere, 

held in secret there since their capture in 1945. Then in Moscow, I found another batch of 

ERR files long-hidden away that had been transferred there from Minsk in the early 1950s. 

In 2011, the IISH published my Survey of the remaining ERR archives, entitled 

Fig. 2. The building that housed the International Institute 

of Social History at Keizersgracht 264, which the ERR took 

over as its Dutch headquarters during occupation. 
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Reconstructing the Record of Nazi Cultural Plunder. 4 Many of those present today joined 

me five years ago at the Jewish Historical Museum (JHM) for my presentation of the ERR 

Survey, together with the database compiled by Julie-Marthe Cohen covering Judaica 

seized from the JHM by the ERR. My research travel and many of the editorial costs of that 

project were generously covered by the Conference for Jewish Claims Against Germany 

(Claims Conference). 

Currently, with further Claims Conference support, I am in the process of updating 

and expanding that volume as an online Guide. The ERR Archival Guide will include more 

coverage of postwar sources for the retrieval and restitution of still displaced cultural loot, 

and updated links to the many related sources now online, including all of the ERR records 

in Ukraine. The detail with which the ERR documented the art, archives, books, and ritual 

Judaica its staff plundered has proved essential for the recovery of cultural valuables after 

the war and their return to victims or 

heirs. As indicative of the trans-

European dimension of wartime 

cultural plunder and the dispersal of 

sources, that Survey covers sources in 9 

countries from 29 repositories. The 

updated Guide has already expanded to 

a tenth country and a total of over 35 

repositories. Although the Guide may 

not be a work of social history, the 

project is directly related to the history 

of IISH: the ERR was one of the main 

Nazi agencies that seized the massive 

Amsterdam collections, as well as those 

in the Paris Branch, where exiled Boris 

Nikolaevsky, who headed that unit and 

had unsuccessfully tried to shield it 

from capture. Furthermore, during Nazi 

occupation of the Netherlands, the ERR 

used the IISH building on the 

Keizersgracht in Amsterdam for its 

headquarters. 
 The Claims Conference has 

developed a special website for the 

ERR Project on the server of the U.S. 

Holocaust Memorial Museum 

(http://www.errproject.org). The 

website displays several project components including the Guide: individual updated 

country chapters are being posted country by country as completed, with a new pan-

European “Introduction”; and an expanded chapter covering sources in the United States.5 

                                                
4 Reconstructing the Record of Nazi Cultural Plunder: A Survey of the Dispersed Archives of the 

Einsatzstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg (ERR). Digital Internet edn Amsterdam: International Institute for Social 

History, Research Paper #47, 2011; in cooperation with the NIOD Institute for War, Holocaust and Genocide 

Studies, Amsterdam; sponsored by the Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany (New York 

and Frankfurt); full text and country chapters (free PDF) at: 

http://socialhistory.org/en/publications/reconstructing-record-nazi-cultural-plunder/. I’m very grateful to IISH 
managing editor Aad Blok, and regret that he could not be with us at the seminar. The new enlarged edition is 

entitled Guide instead of Survey. 
5 See under http://www.errproject.org/guide.php. 

Fig. 3. The cover of the updated Dutch chapter of the 

new ERR Archival Guide now available on the ERR 

Project website. 

http://www.errproject.org)/
http://www.errproject.org/survey.php
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 The ERR Archival Guide joins the database on ERR-looted art processed during 

German occupation in Paris in the Jeu de Paume, adjacent to the Louvre. The database 

currently provides over 27,000 datasets with close to 29,000 art objects the ERR seized 

from a total of 438 French (including a few Belgian) Jewish owners.  

 A new Israeli chapter covers sources relating to ERR loot in four additional repositories 

in Jerusalem that I surveyed in June and July of 2014. While in Jerusalem, I took note of the 

eighteenth-century Torah mantel from the Leiden Jewish Community in the Israel Museum in 

Jerusalem. The last I heard, the Dutch claim for its return – first filed in 2008 – is still pending. I 

also examined no fewer than 25 paintings from a special ERR art collection, the Neuwied 

Collection (ERR codes: Neuw. and NWD). So far as is known, it comprised art works seized by 

the Möbel-Aktion in Belgium, the Netherlands, and the South of France, many still unidentified 

as to owner. The expanded Dutch chapter, posted in January 2016, gives hyperlinks to 

remaining original ERR files from the Netherlands held in the NIOD; reprocessed and digitized, 

these files are now online, linked to recent new NIOD finding aids.6  

 

 

Captured European Archives Still Prisoners of War in Moscow 

 

Many of the extensive foreign archives captured by Soviet authorities after the war have 

been returned to their countries of provenance, including many (but hardly all) of those 

from the Netherlands. Two years ago at IISH, my co-editors, Eric Ketelaar and Frits 

Hoogewoud – both of whom I am delighted are with us today – and I presented the 2013 

edition of Returned from Russia. In the first half of the book I detail Nazi archival plunder 

in Europe, with chapters devoted to seizures by major German wartime agencies, and to the 

postwar Soviet capture and transport to Moscow. Final chapters written by participating 

archivists describe restitution 

arrangements for five European 

countries – France, Belgium, the 

Netherlands, Luxembourg, and The 

Rothschild Archive in London. 

Appended lists of the fonds returned 

provide their present locations. My 

‘Afterword’ to the 2013 edition 

reports the initial round of archival 

restitution to Austria in 2009 – with a 

second round still pending. 

Restitution to Greece of 

predominantly Jewish archives 

(under negotiation since the mid-

1990s) and the return of Norwegian 

Masonic files were expected by the 

end of 2014.7 Unfortunately, in all 

three cases, those files still remain 

prisoners of war in Moscow. 

 In May 2015, a day after the rest of Europe celebrated the Seventieth Anniversary 

of V-E Day, the Russian Federation celebrated the Seventieth Anniversary of the Soviet 

                                                
6 Both the Dutch and Israel chapters can be downloaded for free at the ERR project website in note 5. 
7 See P. K. Grimsted, F.J. Hoogewoud, and Eric Ketelaar (eds), Returned from Russia: Nazi Archival 

Plunder in Western Europe and Recent Restitution Issues (Institute of Art and Law [UK], paper edn 2015, 

with “Afterword–2013” by P.K. Grimsted). 

Fig. 4. The building that since 1950 housed the top-secret 

Central State Special Archive (TsGOA SSSR) for foreign 

captured records in Moscow (ul. Vyborgskaia 3, korpus 1), 

now transferred as a supplemental building for the Russian 

State Archive of Literature and Art (RGALI). 

Fig 2. The 
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Victory over Nazi Germany with the largest ever military parade through Red Square. 

Meanwhile across the city, the remaining displaced archival ‘trophies’ – that had been 

captured in the wake of that Soviet victorious march to Berlin – were being transferred to 

the main building of the Russian State Military Archive (Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi 

voennyi arkhiv, RGVA). The building on Vyborgskaia ulitsa was constructed by German 

prisoners of war for the former Special Archive (Tsentral’nyi gosudarstvennyi osobyi 

arkhiv, TsGOA) to house millions of captured foreign archives brought to Moscow. By the 

end of the summer of 2015, that building was handed over to the neighboring Russian State 

Archive of Literature and Art (RGALI).8 Research in the remaining ‘archival trophies’, 

now all housed in the main RGVA building just down the street, has become a bit more 

complicated. 

As of the end of 2015, none of the expected returns to Greece, Austria, or Norway, 

has taken place. In Moscow that summer I completed an article updating the issue of 

displaced archives and the progress of restitution of those still in the Russian Federation.9 

The only progress I could report was completion of description and a formal claim for the 

Norwegian Masonic files. Hence, as an example, I now discuss captured Masonic archives 

(with a few lingering Dutch components) remaining in Moscow. 

Masonic Files Still Unidentified in RGVA 

Whereas much has been written about the fate of Jewish archives, less has been known about 

the Nazi capture and fate of Masonic archives. Yet that is also a blatant example of wartime 

seizures and complex trans-European dispersal of archives, many of which remain in 

Moscow. After Freemasonry was outlawed in the German Reich in 1934, the Security 

Service, or SD (Sicherheitsdienst), seized archives and libraries from all possible Masonic 

lodges. Most were collected together in the cellars of the Great Lodge of Hamburg 

(Emserstrasse 12), the largest German Masonic lodge in Berlin that the Gestapo took over as 

its headquarters. In September 1939, several of the NS security services were merged to 

form the Reich Security Main Office (Reichssicherheitshauptamt, RSHA) under the effective 

control of Reichsführer-SS Heinrich Himmler. The Seventh Office (Amt VII) became the 

RSHA cultural arm and had a special unit devoted to Freemasonry (B-1). The RSHA Amt 

VII library (A-1) had a special section for Masonic books, while most of the Masonic 

Archives (C-1) and the Masonic Museum (C-2) were additional sub-units. Given Himmler’s 

personal interest in Masonry, seizures by the RSHA continued as more European countries 

were invaded, resulting in the largest collection of Masonic archives ever assembled. 

The Einsatzstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg was first organized in early July 1940 after 

Rosenberg’s agents from Berlin found extensive archives and libraries left behind in the 

largest Masonic lodges in Paris. Seizure of those Masonic materials accordingly preceded the 

even larger ERR seizures of Jewish and East-European libraries and archives (along with 

many socialist and other collections). Initially the ERR considered adding a Masonic 

component to the Institute for the Study of the Jewish Question (Institut zur Erforschung der 

8 When the long-top-secret Special Archive opened to the public in 1992, it was rebaptised the Centre for 

the Preservation of Historico-Documentary Collections (Tsentr khraneniia istoriko-dokumental'nykh 

kollektsii, TsKhIDK), which in turn in 1999 was incorporated into the neighboring RGVA, although the 

records all remained in the same original TsGOA building. 
9 Grimsted, “Pan-European Displaced Archives in the Russian Federation: Still Prisoners of War on the 

70th Anniversary of V-E Day”, in Displaced Archives, edited by James Lowry, with forward by Eric Ketelaar 

(Oxford: Routledge, 2017); see https://www.routledge.com/Displaced-

Archives/Lowry/p/book/9781472470690 . 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.routledge.com_Displaced-2DArchives_Lowry_p_book_9781472470690&d=CwMF-g&c=WO-RGvefibhHBZq3fL85hQ&r=pYe4IL-GFOC4XINphtA7POpjF7Yg-tA_JfGYOnMGR4Q&m=TJt3r0NqsDIY3qV3_Z4zzCdamZMocX1eyP0GEmfu6MQ&s=PdIF9GRIIXXc_81RVGc70R-Bk3jh4tFpDj1hMheMJSk&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.routledge.com_Displaced-2DArchives_Lowry_p_book_9781472470690&d=CwMF-g&c=WO-RGvefibhHBZq3fL85hQ&r=pYe4IL-GFOC4XINphtA7POpjF7Yg-tA_JfGYOnMGR4Q&m=TJt3r0NqsDIY3qV3_Z4zzCdamZMocX1eyP0GEmfu6MQ&s=PdIF9GRIIXXc_81RVGc70R-Bk3jh4tFpDj1hMheMJSk&e=
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Judenfrage, IEJ), established in March 1940 in Frankfurt. IEJ was the only institute in 

Rosenberg’s projected Hohe Schule – a university-level training center for the Nazi elite – 

that operated during the war. But with Himmler’s intervention, the ERR was forced to turn 

over much of its Western European Masonic loot to the RSHA. The pattern of sizeable 

Masonic seizures continued when the ERR set up shop in Belgium and the Netherlands, and 

then the following year in Greece: the RSHA Amt VII Masonic collections in Berlin 

multiplied. While some of the ERR-looted Masonic archives that had initially been sent to the 

IEJ were stored in a hunting lodge not far from the IEJ evacuation centre in Hungen (about 

70 km NE of Frankfurt), many went to Berlin to the RSHA Amt VII. 

 As Western Allied bombing increased in 1943, Joseph Goebbels ordered evacuation 

of holdings from German cultural institutions in Berlin. The RSHA evacuated most of its 

Masonic archives and library collections from Berlin to Silesia (along with many other 

categories of seized archives). A Masonic research centre was established in one of 

Himmler’s favorite castles on the Schlesiersee (postwar Polish Sława) and continued 

operations until January 1945. That centre boasted 150,000 valuable books from lodges all 

over Europe in its reference library, along with selected archives for immediate research 

projects. The Germans managed to evacuate some of their Schlesiersee holdings in January–

February 1945, but most of the remaining Masonic library fell to the Poles. Over 80,000 

Masonic books remain today in a special collection in the palace of Ciążeń, a branch of the 

University of Poznan library. A microfiche edition of the catalogue was released in 1989, and 

today it is accessible online. Relatively few of those books have been returned to their 

countries of ownership: some were returned to France soon after the war, but returns to 

Germany were excluded. Three-fourths of the library today are treasures from Germany 

(including Silesia) and Austria. Most recently some Masonic books were returned to 

Norway.10 

 Meanwhile, an estimated one million books from the RSHA Berlin library collections 

– especially Judaica and Hebraica – were evacuated to the Sudetenland, where they were 

catalogued and stored in a series of four castles. Some of the Jewish holdings (particularly 

Hebraica) went to the Teriesenstadt concentration camp. There, prominent incarcerated 

Hebraic specialists were compelled to prepare catalogues. A special cataloguing project in 

one of the Sudeten castles of Niemes (Czech Mimon) produced coverage of books regarding 

many different occult subjects, involving thousands of books from various European Masonic 

lodges. Czech authorities returned some of the RSHA-looted books to their countries of origin 

in the early postwar years, but hundreds of thousands remain in the Czech Republic.11 

Relatively few archival materials were among the books found in the Sudeten castles after the 

                                                
10 See Andrzej Karpowicz, “Zbiory masonskie Biblioteki Uniwersyteckiej w Poznaniu”, Ars Regia 1:1 

(1992), pp. 149–56; English version, “The Masonic Collection of the University Library in Poznań”, pp. 174–
80; updated version, “The Masonic collection of Poznań University Library”, at 

http://lib.amu.edu.pl/specjalne/masonbr.htm. See also Pierre Mollier, “La bibliothèque maçonnique oubliée de 

Poznań”, Franc-maçonnerie magazine, September/October 2014, pp. 38–39. The catalogue can now be 

consulted online at http://lib.amu.edu.pl. A microfiche edn of the catalogue of the Masonic collection was 

earlier issued in Germany: Katalog der Masonica Sammlung der Universitätsbibliothek Poznan/Posen 

(Hildesheim: Olms, 1989). I am grateful to Pierre Mollier (Grand Orient de France) for recounting 

impressions of his visit to Ciążeń and acquainting me with the microfiche, to Evert Kwaadgras (Great East of 

the Netherlands) for reporting on his visit to Ciążeń, and to Andrzej Karpowicz for meetings in Warsaw with 

discussion about the holdings and their fate. 
11 See Grimsted, “Sudeten Crossroads for Europe’s Displaced Books: The ‘Mysterious Twilight’ of the 

RSHA Amt VII Library and the Fate of a Million Victims of War”, in Restitution of Confiscated Works–

Wish or Reality? Documentation, identification and restitution of cultural property of the victims of World 
War II. Proceedings of the international academic conference held in Liberec, 24–26 October 2007 (Prague, 

2008; also published in a Czech edn), pp. 123–80; at http://socialhistory.org/sites/default/files/docs/pkg-

sudeten_crossroads.pdf.  

http://lib.amu.edu.pl/specjalne/index.htm
http://lib.amu.edu.pl/specjalne/masonbr.htm
http://lib.amu.edu.pl/
http://socialhistory.org/sites/default/files/docs/pkg-sudeten_crossroads.pdf
http://socialhistory.org/sites/default/files/docs/pkg-sudeten_crossroads.pdf
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war, but at least some Jewish archival files and newspapers, along with many books, were 

returned to the Netherlands in the immediate postwar period, and more in 2001.12 Further 

examination would be appropriate today to determine if more books from Dutch collections 

remain. 

 An EU-funded project (with Norwegian sponsorship) at the National Library of the 

Czech Republic starting in 2015 undertook preliminary cataloguing of the over a million 

books that had been relegated to a warehouse not far from Prague. These included books 

confiscated during the Communist regime as well as the remaining RSHA-looted books from 

the Sudeten castles.13 But as apparent during a workshop with German and Norwegian 

colleagues in Prague in October 2015, that library has shown no interest in serious 

provenance research or return to owners of the foreign books discovered, including the 

several thousand Masonic ones that presumably had been evacuated from Berlin by the 

RSHA to the Sudeten castles. 

 Unlike the Masonic library collections, most of the RSHA Amt VII Masonic archival 

collections (along with portraits and regalia) were evacuated to the RSHA archival 

evacuation site, a former brewery in Wölfelsdorf (postwar Polish Wilkanów) further 

southeast. These included a large portion of the Masonic archives that the ERR had seized 

from France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Greece, and Luxembourg, and that had been 

subsequently turned over to the RSHA. Even more Jewish archives, together with important 

groups of records from European socialist collections, including the IISH (Paris and 

Amsterdam) were also evacuated to Wölfelsdorf. Corresponding Belgian and French 

collections were housed in the Wölfelsdorf castle and other buildings in the village. 

 After Red Army trophy scouts discovered the looted archives in Wölfelsdorf, Soviet 

Security chief Leonid Beria ordered them all to Moscow in the fall of 1945. Most were 

deposited in the Special Archive, but not all of them were well identified or described. Many 

Soviet-seized archives from Wölfelsdorf, including a major portion of the Masonic archives, 

have been returned to their countries of provenance. Most of those from Eastern Bloc 

countries were returned during the Soviet regime, and those from Western countries (except 

Germany) since 1992. Some socialist archives, especially left-wing Communist records 

(including those of the Second International), remain in Russia. Some Masonic archives also 

remain. No information is yet available, however, about the fate of the 240 crates of Masonic 

museum materials and the 366 Torahs that came to Moscow with the archives and that the 

Special Archive turned over to the State Historical Museum (GIM) in 1946.14 

                                                
12 For more about the archives returned to the Netherlands from Czechoslovakia, see Odette Vlessing, 

“Dutch-Jewish Archives Come Home from East and West”, in Returned from Russia, pp. 250–55; and Eric 

Ketelaar, “The Return of Dutch Archives from Moscow”, in Returned from Russia, p. 241. 
13 See the project summary at http://www.knihyznovunalezene.eu/en/zajimavosti/project-summary.html 

and note the library exhibition at http://www.en.nkp.cz/aktuality/aktuality/books-discovered-once-again. I am 

grateful to Czech hosts at the National Library for arranging a workshop about the project during my October 

2015 visit for another Prague conference with two German colleagues as well as Helge Horrisland from 

Norway. Project director Foltýn Tomáš kindly took me to visit the outlying repository of Nerotovice, where 

many of the books have long been held; all of us visited a library center closer to Prague where some of the 

foreign books found in Nerotovice were processed during the project. A database with book markings, but no 

identification or additional provenance explanation, is displayed on the National Library website – at 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6nUOw5sp0cdOThOaXkyZ2JuTWs/view?pref=2&pli=1.  
14 Grimsted, “Twice Plundered or Twice Saved? Russia’s ‘Trophy’ Archives and the Loot of the 

Reichssicherheitshauptamt”, Holocaust and Genocide Studies 15(2) (Fall 2001), pp. 191–244; electronic 

version (paid): http://hgs.oxfordjournals.org/content/15/2/191.abstract?sid=cfcc5e76-a0ee-44d2-b140-

f612d1794f80; revised and updated in Russian: ‘“Dvazhdy zakhvachennye’ ili ‘dvazhdy spasennye’? Rozysk 
rossiiskikh ‘trofeinykh’ arkhivov i dobycha Glavnogo upravleniia imperskoi bezopasnosti”, in Sotsial'naia 

istoriia. Ezhegodnik 2004 (Moscow: ROSSPEN, 2005), pp. 401–55. See also Returned from Russia (2013), 

esp. pp. 47–64, 109–11. 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.knihyznovunalezene.eu_en_zajimavosti_project-2Dsummary.html&d=CwMGaQ&c=WO-RGvefibhHBZq3fL85hQ&r=pYe4IL-GFOC4XINphtA7POpjF7Yg-tA_JfGYOnMGR4Q&m=dASh6qnNLK_DPblVju09B23WsPya-0YOEjA8oW7_1BY&s=tDYA7ICA2Pr9ow8Uh0kIGKPE47tOFcfDT9CB4K6EgDQ&e=
http://www.en.nkp.cz/aktuality/aktuality/books-discovered-once-again
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6nUOw5sp0cdOThOaXkyZ2JuTWs/view?pref=2&pli=1
http://hgs.oxfordjournals.org/content/15/2/191.abstract?sid=cfcc5e76-a0ee-44d2-b140-f612d1794f80
http://hgs.oxfordjournals.org/content/15/2/191.abstract?sid=cfcc5e76-a0ee-44d2-b140-f612d1794f80
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 The ERR managed to retain some of its captured Masonic archives until the end of the 

war, evacuating most of them and its research collections in 1943 to the research centre 

organized in its evacuation headquarters in Ratibor (postwar Polish Racibórz), Silesia, and 

surrounding castles. The main emphasis there – until evacuation at the end of 1944 and early 

1945 – was on ‘anti-Bolshevik’ research. We know now, for example, that some of the 

Masonic files from Paris and Bordeaux, among many other archives the ERR had seized, 

were captured a second time at the end of the war by Soviet military trophy scouts with the 

Ratibor horde. Those were taken east along with an estimated plundered 1.2 million books 

the ERR had collected in Ratibor from all over Europe and that went to Minsk in 1945. As it 

retreated, the ERR moved the books and archives to warehouses in a suburb of Kattowitz 

(postwar Polish Katowice) on a major East-West railroad line. A major shipment of 54 

freight train cars of books and archives arrived in the Belarus capital of Minsk in the fall of 

1945. While over half of the books the ERR seized were from the Soviet Belorussian and 

Baltic republics, at least half a million were from Western Europe. We will return to the 

books shortly.15 

 Ukrainian trophy scouts found another smaller batch of mostly private Jewish 

archives the ERR had amassed in Ratibor from several European countries, along with some 

Masonic archives the ERR had retained. Those were shipped to the Ukrainian capital of Kyiv 

together with the ERR working archives and a few captured books. The largest group of 

surviving original ERR files anywhere remained in Kyiv, as mentioned above, tightly 

classified even for Soviet researchers (except security services). I examined them there in 

1989 and 1990 and first reported about them at a conference in Kyiv in August 1990. Since 

2010, they are all displayed on the website of one of the Ukrainian State Archives (TsDAVO) 

in Kyiv, as another part of the Claims Conference ERR Project.16 Microfilm copies of some 

of the Kyiv files recording ERR wartime operations in Belgium are now in Brussels. 

                                                
15 Grimsted, “The Road to Minsk for Western ‘Trophy’ Books: Twice Plundered but Not Yet Home from 

the War”, Libraries & Culture 30, no. 4 (Fall 2004), pp. 351–404; at 

http://socialhistory.org/sites/default/files/docs/libcult.pdf. 
16 Tsentral’nyi derzhavnyi arkhiv vyshchykh orhaniv vladu ta upravlinnia Ukraïny, TsDAVO (Central 

State Archive of the Highest Agencies of Power and Administration of Ukraine). The three fonds with ERR 

files can be accessed at err.tsdavo.gov.ua. See more details in the Ukrainian chapter of Grimsted, 

Reconstructing the Record. 

Fig. 5. The road to Minsk (via Ratibor) for Western ‘trophy’ books. 

http://socialhistory.org/sites/default/files/docs/libcult.pdf
http://err.tsdavo.gov.ua/
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 Most of the captured original non-German foreign archives transported from Silesia to 

both Belarus and Ukraine, including the Masonic files from the ERR, were ordered to 

Moscow in the early 1950s and deposited in the Special Archive (now part of RGVA). The 

portion from Minsk included the small group of ERR files that are still in Moscow, covering 

mainly ERR operational files from the former Yugoslavia. This explains why some original 

captured records from Croatia and Serbia (that probably came with the ERR files) are also in 

Moscow. 

 Many German Masonic files were returned from Moscow to the German Democratic 

Republic (GDR) towards the end of the Soviet period, and many Masonic fonds devoted to 

files from specific lodges in Western Europe in the former Special Archive were returned to 

France, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg in the early 2000s. However, what 

should be of particular foreign concern today is the voluminous pan-European Masonic 

collection (RGVA, fond 1412k). Even following identification of 290 Dutch Masonic files in 

that fond by Dutch Masonic archivist Evert Kwaadgras and their return to the Netherlands in 

2003, the collection still contains 14,291 files from all over Europe, including many from 

Germany. Reportedly, additional Dutch Masonic files remain in the collection; following 

Kwaadgras’ death, however, no one has searched further.17 Of special Dutch-Masonic note in 

RGVA is one related file among SD records in another fond: it contains the original protocol 

with German translation and commentary of a meeting at the Great East of the Netherlands 

on 7 January 1939, where there was considerable discussion of aid to Jews by that Dutch 

lodge.18 

Significantly affecting delay in the Austrian archival return, RGVA archivists report 

that no Austrian Masonic specialist has come to examine the fonds for specific lodges and 

other Austrian files within that collection (fond 1412k). Given the frequent inadequate Soviet 

identification and description, Russian archivists now require foreign specialists carefully to 

examine and prepare lists of files to be claimed. When I recently queried the RGVA directors 

about possible cause for delay, I was told that Austrian Jewish specialists have not come for a 

long enough research visit to identify adequately all of the Jewish files of Austrian 

provenance to be claimed for return.19 

During the past five years Norwegian Masonic historian Helge Horrisland has 

diligently combed fond 1412k for files of Norwegian provenance. He uncovered “close to 

5,000 Norwegian files”, seized from Oslo in 1941 and 1942. According to Rosarkhiv 

procedures, the Norwegian Foreign Ministry filed his provisional list to be claimed in late 

2011. When I visited his Oslo lodge in the summer of 2013, Horrisland anticipated that the 

Norwegian files would return home by the end of 2014. However, RGVA archivists 

questioned 151 files on his list, for which he has since prepared lengthy counter written 

explanations. When I saw Horrisland in Prague in mid-October 2015, he assured me the 

controversy had been resolved, and that his government was filing the formal diplomatic 

claim for transfer.20 

 

 

                                                
17 The 14,291 figure appears in a notation dated 15 May 2003 at the end of the sixth volume of opis' 1 for 

RGVA, fond 1412k, as confirmed by this author on several occasions. See the reference to the Dutch Masonic 

files found by Evert Kwaadgras in Returned from Russia, p. 244 (with notes 32 and 33). 
18 RGVA, fond 500k (RSHA), opis’ 2, file 107, folios 4–13. 
19 I am grateful for consultations over the years with RGVA Deputy Director V.I. Korotaev, who 

remained in charge of the foreign archives in TsKhIDK and after 1999 in RGVA. 
20 Helge Horrisland has consulted with me regularly and kept me informed about his progress of 

investigation regarding the Norwegian files. Some of the Norwegian Masonic fonds arranged according to 

lodge of provenance had been returned to Norway earlier during the Soviet period. As of August 2016, he 

wrote recently, there has been no progress in the claim for return from Moscow. 
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Plundered Books Still Prisoners of War in Minsk 

 

Most of the half million ERR-captured books mentioned above – looted from all over Europe 

and transported to Minsk in the fall of 1945 – remain in several libraries in the now 

independent Republic of Belarus. I had first learned about their transport to Minsk in 1945 in 

connection with the research for my monograph on the fate of the Turgenev Russian Library 

that the ERR had seized from Paris in 1940 (IISH published the monograph in 2003). When 

the Belarus National Library invited me to a conference in 2003, I presented what turned out 

to be a rather sensational and hitherto unknown account of how all the Western books arrived 

in Minsk, including 3,000 volumes from the Turgenev Library. After I revealed that story, 

Belorussian librarians showed me even more related documents, some still in desk drawers! 

They were proud to tell me about the choice books they had from Western Europe and were 

anxious for my help in identification. They considered all of those books as ‘compensation’ 

for the estimated 1.7 million volumes their library lost in the war. The Rare Book Department 

had compiled a vast card catalogue 

recording provenance data on the basis of 

ex libris and other book markings found 

in the rare books they had received from 

abroad. Since the move to its impressive 

new building, the National Library has 

incorporated some of the data from those 

card catalogues in their publicly 

accessible online catalogue.21 

 Thanks to those card catalogues, I 

was able to match up books from 100 

plundered libraries from Paris (now in 

Minsk) with names on ERR library-

seizure lists – 90 individual and 10 

institutional libraries. I had copies of 

those ERR documents with me, the 

originals of which I had found among the 

ERR records in Kyiv. Seized libraries 

listed included the Paris Branch of the IISH, and related component private libraries that the 

IISH had acquired. The well-known Menshevik exile Boris Nikolaevsky had served as 

Secretary of that IISH Paris Branch, but his efforts to hide the IISH Paris holdings before the 

German invasion had been to no avail. I also noted at least 7 individual and 5 institutional 

libraries in the Minsk catalogue that matched up with ERR seizure lists I had from Belgium.  

 I recognized at least three individual and four institutional libraries from the 

Netherlands, in addition to those associated with IISH. But it was clear that Belorussian 

specialists had less knowledge about the provenance of their Dutch holdings. Many books in 

the Dutch language had been sent to Moscow soon after arrival in Minsk because there was 

no censor in the Belorussian SSR who could adequately appraise them for library acquisition. 

My seminar at IISH followed a report about IISH holdings in Minsk a decade earlier, but the 

Institute had no library exchange with Belarus, and at that time was still involved with 

negotiations following the claim for IISH archives in Moscow.22  

                                                
21 Not all of the foreign holdings have as yet been entered in the electronic catalogue (in Russian or 

Belarusian): http://www.nlb.by/portal/page/portal/index?lang=ru; some may be searched in the Latin alphabet. 
22 See Grimsted, “The Road to Minsk” (note 15 above), and the variant Russian version, “Trofeinye knigi 

iz Zapadnoi Evropy: Doroga v Minsk cherez Ratibor (Ratsibuzh): Ograblenie bibliotek ERR (Operativnym 

shtabom Reikhsliaitera Rozenberga)”, in Matieryialy trietsikh mizhnarodnykh knihaznuchykh chytanniau 

Fig. 6. The monumental home of the National Library of 

Belarus, Minsk, since 2004, which now holds over 

70,000 rare and early printed books, many of them 

looted during the Second World War throughout Europe 

by the ERR. 
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 In the summer of 2015, twelve years after I first saw in Minsk many of these foreign 

books the ERR had seized in Western Europe, I learned that some important manuscripts the 

ERR-seized from France also remain in Belarus. When my French friend Professor Sophie 

Coeuré visited Minsk in 2014, she learned more about the Nazi-looted French books in the 

National Library, which I had described a decade earlier, and also reported French 

manuscripts there. She arranged a stipend in Paris for her Belarus historian host, Anatolii 

Steburaka, during the summer of 2015 and invited me to participate in a colloquium with him 

in early September. He reported about his summer research in Paris and Bordeaux in the 

archives of two major French Masonic lodges, where he examined files that had earlier been 

returned to France from Moscow.23 Some of the French Masonic manuscripts he had earlier 

identified in Minsk in connection with research for his doctoral dissertation belonged to those 

files. Several years ago he had published a text from the Napoleonic period and a list of 

Masonic manuscripts from Bordeaux; the lodge in Bordeaux, including the mayor, would like 

to see them returned.24 Then during his summer research in France, he further verified that 

some of the important Masonic manuscripts in Minsk were missing segments of the same 

series returned to Paris a decade earlier. French Masonic leaders with whom he visited in 

Paris told me they are already requesting the Quai d’Orsay to initiate negotiations with 

Belarus.25 Earlier at a July meeting of the Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres in 

Paris, Steburaka reported about the books and manuscripts of several members of the Reinach 

family still in Minsk; several important manuscripts by family members relate to their 

involvement in the Dreyfus Affair.26 

 While I was in Paris for the September 2015 colloquium, Jean-Claude Kuperminc – 

who heads the library and archives of the Alliance israélite universelle – and I started 

preparation of the texts of ten original ERR lists of priority library seizures in France, 

together with my introductory article about them. Again, thanks to support from the Claims 

Conference ERR Project, the French Committee for Jewish Archives (CFAJ) is launching a 

new webpage with facsimiles of those ten original ERR lists. By the end of 2015, the website 

was still under construction, but CFAJ confirms it should soon be publicly available.27 

 Like the books themselves, the sources that document their plunder are spread 

throughout the European Continent and beyond, to repeat one of my main themes today. 

Those ERR French seizure lists, for example, were found in six different archives in five 

                                                                                                                                               
“Kniha Belarusi: Poviaz’ chasoi” (Minsk, 16–17 verasnia 2003 g.) (Minsk: Natsyianal’naia bibliatieka 

Belarusi, 2005), pp. 39–90. 
23 Anatolii [Anatole] Steburaka, “Les archives françaises confisquées par les Nazis durant la guerre de 

1939/1945 et conserves en Biélorussie: Restauration de l’unité”, lecture at the Colloque, Paris, Mairie de 

5ème Arrondissement, 10 September 2015, sponsored by the Association of the Turgenev Library. The 

Masonic manuscripts he describes include some important ones specifically contingent to those returned 

earlier to France from Moscow, especially from the Grand Orient of France in Paris and its Bordeaux lodge. 

Steburaka’s paper is forthcoming in the Bulletin des bibliothèques de France, 2016. 
24 Anatolii [Anatole] Steburaka, “Les archives des loges de Francs-Maçons de Bordeaux spoliées sous 

l’Occupation et retrouvées à Minsk (Belarus)”, Bulletin de la Société Martinès de Pasqually (Bordeaux),  

no. 25 (2015), pp. 77– 87, Annexe 1: “Catalogue des manuscrits et des archives de FM retrouvées à Minsk”, 

with illustrations in Annexe 2. 
25 My report at the colloquium in Paris, “Library Plunder in France by the Einsatzstab Reichsleiter 

Rosenberg (ERR), the Turgenev Library (BRT), and Displaced French Books and Archives in Minsk”, is 

being published in French in the Bulletin des bibliothèques de France, 2016, in the same issue with 

Steburaka’s report, and will also be available on the journal website. 
26 Anatolii [Anatole] Steburaka, “De quelques livres et archives des Reinach spoliés sous l’Occupation et 

retrouvés à Minsk (Belarus)”, Séance du 3 juillet, at http://www.aibl.fr/seances-et-manifestations/les-seances-
du-vendredi/seances-2015/juillet-2015/article/seance-du-3-juillet?lang=fr. 

27 CFAJ webpage: http://www.cfaj.fr/publicat/listes_ERR_France.html. As soon as that site is available, the 

English original text will be launched on the ERR Project website at www.errproject.org/lootedlibraries.php.  

http://www.aibl.fr/seances-et-manifestations/les-seances-du-vendredi/seances-2015/juillet-2015/article/seance-du-3-juillet?lang=fr.
http://www.aibl.fr/seances-et-manifestations/les-seances-du-vendredi/seances-2015/juillet-2015/article/seance-du-3-juillet?lang=fr.
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.cfaj.fr_publicat_listes-5FERR-5FFrance.html&d=CwMF-g&c=WO-RGvefibhHBZq3fL85hQ&r=pYe4IL-GFOC4XINphtA7POpjF7Yg-tA_JfGYOnMGR4Q&m=lgFFE9aCkkvd2xqv4uOi-NtMkEhVhQf0YAdkYOfkfoE&s=znrmB5vdLd_HOibOrspJixx3KOj3UtZ3gvKryMZlrpI&e=
http://www.errproject.org/looted
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countries. Copies of only two lists are found in the Archives Nationales in France; those were 

copies the British had furnished the French from the British restitution center in the 

monastery of Tanzenberg (Austrian Carinthia) in the summer of 1945. The more complete 

British originals are in the British National Archives in Kew. The most extensive ERR library 

seizure lists for France, surprisingly, are now found in the Ukrainian State Archives in Kyiv 

(TsDAVO). Also in Kyiv, Belgian colleagues found the most complete list of library seizures 

from Belgium, which are now being prepared for a parallel publication by Michel Vermote 

from Amsaab in Ghent on the ERR Project website.  

 Those ERR lists from France provide the names of an estimated 300 ERR priority 

seizures from Paris victims (individual and institutional libraries); the victims’ names are 

being combined in database files for the French website. We can now document the names, 

addresses, and often dates and quantities of crates seized – and even the ERR codes used to 

mark the shipping crates. In some cases, from these and other sources, we know where many 

of the books were originally sent. British and American restitution records often provide 

information about where they ended the war and how many were returned to their countries 

of provenance.  

 By comparing seizure lists with other sources, such as the library catalogues in Minsk, 

we also know the present location of 

many books that have not been 

returned. For example, in Minsk is 

an elegant leather-bound 70-volume 

special edition of the works of 

Voltaire with engravings by J.M. 

Moreau (Paris, 1785–1801), which 

bears the ex libris of James, Baron 

de Rothschild (1792–1868), one of 

the many volumes there from his 

well-known nineteenth-century 

collection. Also in Minsk is one part 

of the manuscript “General 

Catalogue of Books” (ca. 1860) 

from the important collection made 

by that eminent French banker and 

founder of the French branch of the 

family. These and many others were 

plundered by the ERR from Château 

de Ferrières-en-Brie, which he had 

constructed in 1854.28 The British 

found another part of that 

manuscript book catalogue in 

Tanzenberg after the war. They returned it to France with 74 crates of books belonging to 

Baron James de Rothschild, but the rest of the catalogue and more of his library remains in 

Minsk. In 2011 the Minsk library published a CD-ROM compendium entitled French 

Autographs in the Holdings of the National Library of Belarus, which displays the title pages 

                                                
28 “Extrait du Catalogue général des livres de M. le baron James de Rothschild” (MS ca. 1860). See 

the published catalogue covering 3,382 volumes: James, Baron de Rothschild, Catalogue de livres 

composant la bibliothéque de feu M. le baron James de Rothschild, ed. Emile Picot, 5 vols. (Paris, 
D. Morgand, 1884–1920; reprinted: New York: B. Franklin, [1967]). The Voltaire edition (Oeuvres 

complètes) does not appear in the published catalogue. The Château de Ferrières remained the home of 

his male descendants until Guy de Rothschild presented the estate to the University of Paris in 1975. 

 

Fig. 7. The title page of one of the 70-volume special edition 

of the works of Voltaire with ex libris of James, Baron de 

Rothschild now in the National Library of Belarus. 
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of 65 books from Paris with autographed dedications by and/or to famous French politicians, 

writers, and other cultural leaders, many of whose libraries are well represented in Minsk.29 

 Many Dutch-language books that arrived in Minsk were transferred to the Library of 

Foreign Literature (VGBIL) in Moscow because there had been no censor in Minsk who read 

Dutch and could approve their accession. Some of those sent to Moscow, namely 608 Dutch 

books, were returned from VGBIL to the Netherlands in 1992. This was the first – and still 

today the only – act of restitution of the books that had gone to Minsk, as Frits Hoogewoud 

reported earlier.30 Coincidentally, that return to the Netherlands also included Dutch-

language books from Belgium, that were promptly returned to Belgium. Symbolically, Dutch 

librarians identified the Turgenev Library stamp in a Dutch-language Bible that arrived in 

Amsterdam, which they passed on to colleagues in Paris – the first of the over 100,000 books 

seized by the ERR in 1940 to be returned to the Turgenev Library. 

  Yet another example of books still in Minsk, along with an estimated several hundred 

IISH volumes, is Marc Chagall’s hand-illustrated copy of the French translation of his 

autobiography with his dedication to the Turgenev Library. In fact, the National Library now 

holds at least 3,000 other volumes from the Turgenev Library, while across the city, the 

Presidential Library has at least another 500 volumes. Meanwhile in Paris today, the 

                                                
29 Frantsuzskie avtografy v fonde Natsional’noi biblioteki Belarusi, comp. S.G. Pakhomenkova and A.N. 

Steburaka; edited with an introduction by V.V. Makarov; CD-ROM edn (Minsk: Natsional’naia biblioteka 

Belarusi, 2011). I am very grateful to Sophie Coeuré for first showing me, and to Anatole Steburaka for 

presenting me a copy. 
30 F.J. Hoogewoud, “Russia’s Only Restitution of Books to the West”, in The Return of Looted 

Collections (1946–1996): An Unfinished Chapter: Proceedings of the International Symposium to Mark the 

50th Anniversary of the Return of Dutch Book Collections from Germany in 1946, Amsterdam, 15 and 16 

April 1996 (Amsterdam, 1997), pp. 72–74. 

Fig. 8. The title page, together with one of Marc Chagall’s illustrations and his dedication of the French 

translation of his autobiography to the Turgenev Library in Paris, found in Minsk. 
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Turgenev Library remains depleted – robbed as the ERR left it in 1940 – of most of its over 

100,000 prewar treasures. An update will now be needed for my monograph on The Odyssey 

of the Turgenev Library that IISH published 13 years ago. As of 2015, in addition to the 

Dutch Bible returned via Amsterdam, only 119 additional books were returned from Moscow 

to Paris after the fall of the Soviet Union; those had apparently been found in Silesia after the 

war and gifted to the Central Library of the Soviet Communist Party Central Committee in 

Moscow. At one point, the former Lenin Library in Moscow was estimating it held as many 

as 10,000 volumes from the Turgenev Library among its different departments, along with a 

substantial part of that library’s unique administrative archive. None of those have been 

returned to Paris, although in 2015, the Lenin Library was lowering their reported estimate to 

6,000, but that is still probably twice as many as the 3,000 or 4,000 in Minsk.31 

 No. 33 on one of the ERR Paris library-seizure lists is the IISH with crates 1 to 144 

labeled ‘SOH’; several hundreds of those books are now in Minsk. Among other seizures 

from IISH collections then in Paris on that same ERR list are two crates from Theodor Dan 

(SOW 1–2), who is also represented in the Rare Book Department of the National Library in 

Minsk.32 Earlier in the 1990s an IISH colleague had identified more Institute books in Minsk, 

but no claim was ever filed nor negotiations undertaken, nor to my knowledge was a 

complete list of IISH holdings in Minsk ever prepared. 

 The name of Karl Kautsky, from whose library I found five books in the Minsk Rare 

Book catalogue of book markings, appeared on one of my library seizure lists as having been 

taken by the ERR from Paris – his library had been acquired earlier by the IISH. In October 

2015, one book inscribed with the owner’s name of Karl Kautsky came home to Amsterdam 

from the Frei University in Berlin, as a result of the “Raubgut” project in the Zentral- und 

Landesbibliothek in Berlin (ZLB).33 German librarians informed me later they found another 

Kautsky book that they were arranging to return to Amsterdam. I regret that I did not 

photograph any of the title pages of the Kautsky books in Minsk ten years ago, but I never 

would have suspected that additional ones would return to IISH from the Frei Universität! In 

addition to ZLB, the current “Raubgut” project now also extends to the library of the Frei 

Universität and the Centrum Judaicum in Berlin, with a growing database of provenance data 

resulting from their research. After the war, most of these books were collected by what was 

known as the “Bergungsstelle.” Many of those books collected during the war came from the 

possessions of Jews, sold under duress to finance their survival or flight abroad during the NS 

Regime. Others were looted during the war and left in Berlin by various Reich institutions – 

especially the RSHA after it evacuated most of its millions of looted library and archival 

holdings to castles in the Sudetenland or Silesia (see above).34 The IISH website explains the 

alternate wartime and postwar migration of the Kautsky books returned from Berlin.35  

31 See Grimsted, The Odyssey of the Turgenev Library from Paris,1940-2002: Books as Victims and 
Trophies of War (Amsterdam: International Institute of Social History, 2003; “IISG Research Papers”, no. 

42); electronic version (PDF file) at http://socialhistory.org/en/publications/odyssey-turgenev-library-paris-

1940-2002. That monograph documents many details about the wartime and postwar fate of the BRT 

mentioned below. See also Grimsted, “Turgenevskia biblioteka v Parizhe: Knigi kak zhertvy i trofei voiny”, 

in Russkaia obshchestvennaia biblioteka im. I.S. Turgeneva – perekpestok dukhovnoi zhizni Rossii i Frantsii, 

ed. N.Ia. Olesich et al. (St. Petersburg: Izd-vo “Znamenitye universanty”, 2014), pp. 89–96; adapted from a 

2005 article from the proceedings of a 2003 Moscow conference. 
32 “Paris Einsatzstellen aus Schildes Kartothek”, [n.d.], TsDAVO, 3676/1/172, fols. 274–276; covering 

memo (dated 21 January 1942), folio 324. This ERR list of Paris seizures is number 9 on the new CFAJ 

website. 
33 See https://socialhistory.org/en/news/robbed-book-returned-iish. 
34 “NS-Raubgut in der Zentral- und Landesbibliothek Berlin (ZBL)”, at 

http://raubgut.zlb.de/index.php/About/Index. The project website and database is also available in English at 

http://raubgut.zlb.de/index.php/About/Index_en. 
35 “Paris Einsatzstellen aus Schildes Kartothek”. 

http://socialhistory.org/en/publications/odyssey-turgenev-library-paris-1940-2002
http://socialhistory.org/en/publications/odyssey-turgenev-library-paris-1940-2002
https://socialhistory.org/en/news/robbed-book-returned-iish
http://raubgut.zlb.de/index.php/About/Index
http://raubgut.zlb.de/index.php/About/Index_en
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 When I lectured at the ZBL “Raubgut” project earlier in October 2015 about the 

wartime seizure and dispersal of books, I was shown nine books from the Dutch International 

Women’s Movement seized during the war. Quite by chance, Annette Mevis, representing 

Atria, as the International Archives for the Women’s Movement (IAV) is now known, was 

among the participants in my IISH seminar. My Berlin hosts later returned those books to 

Amsterdam in December 2015 at the Atria conference honoring the Eightieth Anniversary of 

the IAV. The books were identified as belonging to Rosa Manus (1881–1942), one of the 

IAV founders.36  

 At the October 2015 IISH seminar I was most interested to learn of yet another 

repercussion of one of my earlier IISH presentations on the looted books in Minsk. 

Colleagues from the Literary Sociëteit De Witte (The Hague) participating in the seminar had 

found more of their wartime-seized books listed on the Internet catalogue of the National 

Library of Belarus. Earlier, they had received 34 among the Dutch books returned to the 

Netherlands in 1992 from Minsk via the Foreign Literature Library in Moscow.37 Now they 

would love to receive more of those still in Minsk. 

The issue of looted books still far from home needs more attention today on a pan-

European level. Many of the archives initially dealt with above have come home to their 

countries and owners of provenance, but the books seized with them have been left behind. 

The tens, if not hundreds of thousands of books seized by the ERR from individual and 

community private libraries in many German-occupied European countries during war, but 

today still in Belarus, like those recently found remaining from the estimated million books 

seized from state and private libraries that the RSHA sent to the Sudeten castles in 1943 and 

1944 that are still among the millions in an outlying warehouse in Nerotavice belonging to 

the National Library of the Czech Republic, are both testaments to this still unresolved issue. 

Both those libraries presently appear unconcerned that they are harboring ‘stolen property’ 

far from home seventy years after the war. In encouraging contrast, the “Raubgut” Project in 

Berlin, and similar provenance research efforts in libraries elsewhere in Germany and 

Austria, like the Claims Conference-supported project in the Jewish Museum in Prague, are 

making serious efforts to identify wartime-looted books in their collections. Some of those 

have successfully been reunited with their identified owners or heirs, and they are coming 

home.  

To encourage identification and possibly even more returns to the Netherlands, as a first 

step, I would like to strongly encourage Dutch colleagues to consider Internet posting of 

remaining ERR and possibly other wartime library seizure lists from the Netherlands. As 

mentioned earlier, our Belgian seminar commentator Michel Vermote from Amsab in Ghent 

is already planning a Belgian report to be posted with related ERR seizure lists from Belgium 

on the ERR Project website.38 Thus far for Belgium, similar seizure lists from other NS 

                                                 
36 I appreciated the invitation of Annette Mevis to take part in the conference, but regret I could not 

attend. The conference program is available on the Atria website at 

http://www.atria.nl/atria/eng/news/Calendar/_pid/column2_1/_rp_column2_1_elementId/1_367420. 

Presentations were made by my hosts from Berlin, Sebastian Finsterwalder, a researcher in the ZLB 

“Raubgut” Project, and from Weimar, Peter Prölss, then a researcher on confiscated art for another 

provenance research project underway by the Klassik Stiftung, Weimar, who had earlier worked with the 

Berlin “Raubgut” Project.  
37 I am grateful for their presenting me the newly published volume by Henk Ambachtsheer, Kasino aan 

het Plein: De bezetting van Sociëteit De Witte in de Tweede Wereldoorlog ([The Hague, 2015]); see 

especially chapter 13 regarding details of the postwar recuperation of the books seized by the ERR, pp. 103–

108, including reference to their findings on the website of the National Library of Belarus. 
38 Michel Vermote was one of the key Belgian archival negotiators involved in the restitution of Belgian 

archives from Moscow, as evident in his introduction to the Belgian chapter with Jacques Lust, “Papieren 

Bitte! The Confiscation and Return of Belgian Archives and Libraries (1940–2003)”, in Returned from 

Russia, pp. 190–239. 

http://www.atria.nl/atria/eng/news/Calendar/_pid/column2_1/_rp_column2_1_elementId/1_367420
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agencies such as the SD and the Gestapo have not been located. A similar project in the 

Netherlands would greatly aid searching and identification of more of the ERR-seized books 

in Minsk, as well as those seized by the ERR and other NS agencies elsewhere abroad. It 

would assist identification efforts such as the “Raubgut” project in Berlin and similar efforts 

underway in other European libraries. It would help librarians identify such displaced 

holdings in other countries where wartime looted books may be found, including those as far 

away as the Russian Federation. If a local website does not appear appropriate, the ERR 

Project website out of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, DC, would 

welcome English versions of such a publication.  

Further, given the recent revelation of Western archives in Minsk as well as the ERR-

looted books, French owners victimized by those seizures are now raising serious concern 

about the issue. Following the colloquium in Paris with Belarus historian Anatolii Steburaka, 

and my October 2015 IISH seminar, with Belgian comments by Michel Vermote, several of 

us agree that it would be worthwhile to organize an exploratory workshop in Minsk later in 

2016. As this paper goes to press, I can add that Anatolii Steburaka has agreed to assist us in 

Minsk.39 As more research continues about the fugitive holdings, more professional 

involvement from other European countries represented with looted books or archives in 

Minsk could aid in more precise identification and provenance of other potentially important 

captured books and archives remaining in the Belarus capital. 

Part II – Progress in the Identification of Trophy Art in Russia? 

A few remarks and images of still-‘displaced’ art in Russia, as well as in Ukraine and 

Poland as examples, may be of particular interest to Dutch specialists from the art world 

participating in this seminar. Several of those attending have been assisting me in a current 

rather complicated project involving trans-European migration of Nazi-looted art during the 

Second World War and its aftermath, reflected in my article published in spring 2015 in the 

International Journal of Cultural Property. The article presented some initial findings 

about a collection of looted art brought together in Königsberg by an elite Nazi official, 

Erich Koch (1896–1986), who simultaneously was Gauleiter and Ober-Präsident of East 

Prussia and Reich Commissar of Ukraine.40 Koch’s personal collection, as I have recently 

discovered, was apparently the only Nazi elite collection to have combined Nazi-looted art 

from East and West – identified so far from Kyiv, Amsterdam, and Paris. In mid-October 

2015, I reported at an international conference in Prague about more recent findings 

regarding some of the paintings in that collection that arrived in the Hermitage from the 

39 As this paper goes to press, a small workshop is now scheduled in Minsk in September 2016, thanks to 

the efforts of Anatolii Steburaka and Belarus library colleagues. Michel Vermote and this author will both be 

participating, together with Martine Pouline, a specialist on French libraries and book seizures during the war, 

and the Claims Conference research director Wesley Fisher. 
40 P.K. Grimsted, “Nazi-Looted Art from East and West in East Prussia: Initial Findings on the Erich 

Koch Collection”, International Journal of Cultural Property 22 (2015), no. 1, pp. 7–60; at 

https://socialhistory.org/sites/default/files/docs/pkg-kochcollectionijcpapr15.pdf; that article serves to 

document further some of the details that follow. 

https://socialhistory.org/sites/default/files/docs/pkg-kochcollectionijcpapr15.pdf
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GDR in early 1949. This is the first confirmation (as far as I know) of looted art from 

Holocaust victims in France and the Netherlands to be identified in the Hermitage.41  

 In contrast to the captured European archives in Russia, with which I have been dealing 

over the past twenty-five years, almost none of the Soviet ‘trophy’ or ‘displaced’ art – as the 

Russians now prefer to call it – has come home from Russia. Art from the Netherlands surfaced 

publicly in Moscow in the early 1990s, when the Koenigs Collection was professionally 

described and exhibited in the Pushkin Museum. Unfortunately that did not result in what the 

Russian Minister of Culture suggested was the “liberation of the last prisoners of war,” when he 

addressed the opening of that exhibition in 1995.42 The collection is still in Moscow twenty 

years later. In contrast to the 

impasse in negotiations for 

return from Moscow, the 

smaller part of the Koenigs 

Collection that ended up in 

Kyiv (in what is now the 

Khanenko Museum) came 

home to the Boijmans Museum 

in Rotterdam in 2004.43  

 Meanwhile in St. 

Petersburg in 1995, an 

impressive exhibition of 

“Hidden Treasures” in the 

Hermitage featured 74 French 

Impressionist masterpieces from 

German private collections. 56 

of those displayed hailed from the Otto Krebs Collection, which the Soviet Military 

Administration in Germany (SVAG) had seized in 1948 from Krebs’ estate of Holzdorf (5 km 

from Weimar).44  

                                                
41 Some of the details that follow were first presented in my report, “Tracing Pan-European Looted Art in 

Russia – The Case of the Erich Koch Collection”, for the International Conference “PLUNDERED – BUT BY 

WHOM? Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia and Occupied Europe in light of Nazi Art Looting”, organized by 

the Documentation Centre for Property Transfers of Cultural Assets of WWII Victims, Prague, 21–22 October 

2015. 
42 Evgenii Sidorov, “Introduction”, to Five Centuries of European Drawings: The Former Collection of 

Franz Koenigs: Exhibition Catalogue, 2.10.1995–21.01.1996 (Milan: Leonardo Arte, 1995); parallel edn: 

Piat’ vekov evorpeiskogo risunka. Risunki starykh masterov iz byvshego sobraniia Frantza Kenigsa. Katalog 

(Moscow: GMII im. A.S. Pushkina / Milan: Leonardo Arte, 1995). See more details from the Dutch 

government perspective by Josefine de Leistra, “A Short History of Art Loss and Art Recovery in the 

Netherlands”, in The Spoils of War: World War II and Its Aftermath: The Loss, Reappearance, and Recovery 

of Cultural Property, ed. Elizabeth Simpson (New York: Abrams, 1997), pp. 53–57. I was delighted Koenigs’ 

granddaughter, my friend Christine Koenigs, could participate in our seminar, and I appreciate her help in 

several aspects of my research.  
43 See the Museum Boijmans Internet post on the history of the collection and its claim at 

http://www.boijmans.nl/upload/PDF/koenigs/enPortalFK8.pdf. 
44 See the 1995 exhibition catalogue by Hermitage curator Albert Kostenevich, Hidden Treasures 

Revealed: Impressionist Masterpieces and Other Important French Paintings Preserved by The State 
Hermitage Museum St. Petersburg, New York: Harry A. Abrams, 1995; sponsored by the Ministry of Culture 

and the State Hermitage Museum; also published in Russian. See also the report by Steven Erlanger, 

“Hermitage, in Its Manner, Displays Its Looted Art”, New York Times, 30 March 1995; 

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/03/30/arts/hermitage-in-its-manner-displays-its-looted-

art.html?pagewanted=1; and the essay with reproduction of many of the paintings, “Otto Krebs Collection: 

Spoils of War or Plunder in Peace”, AAD reports, 20 September 2015, at http://www.art-antiques-

design.com/art-theft/542-otto-krebs-collection. 

Fig. 9. (a) The mansion on the former estate of Otto Krebs, Landgut 

Holzdorf. Image courtesy Sebastian Schlegel, Klassik Foundation, 

Weimar. 

http://www.boijmans.nl/upload/PDF/koenigs/enPortalFK8.pdf.
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/03/30/arts/hermitage-in-its-manner-displays-its-looted-art.html?pagewanted=1.
http://www.nytimes.com/1995/03/30/arts/hermitage-in-its-manner-displays-its-looted-art.html?pagewanted=1.
http://www.art-antiques-design.com/art-theft/542-otto-krebs-collection
http://www.art-antiques-design.com/art-theft/542-otto-krebs-collection
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In mid-October 2015, as a guest of the Klassik Stifting in 

Weimar while searching for more documents about the Koch 

Collection, my hosts took me to visit the former Krebs estate 

and showed me the secret basement room, where Soviet 

authorities (with a curator from the Hermitage) removed that 

collection; the hole they carved in the door remains. An 

American general was housed on the estate for several months 

in 1945 but never discovered the secret vault. Starting in May 

1945, the estate served as headquarters for the Soviet 

command in Thuringia, but it was not until 1948 that a Weimar 

museum director tipped off Soviet authorities about 

Krebs’ “Impressionist masterpieces in a cellar.”45  

 

 

 

 

 

The Erich Koch Collection as Example 

 

Among the still-hidden treasures in the Hermitage is a 

much less spectacular collection that the same Soviet 

Military ‘trophy’ hunters (with the same curator from the 

Hermitage) seized at the same time from a bank in 

Weimar. The paintings from the Koch Collection seized 

in Weimar arrived in Leningrad in the same shipment 

with the Krebs Collection. The Hermitage excitement on 

receipt of Krebs’ Impressionist masterpieces may explain 

why no one subsequently paid much attention to the 

paintings in the Koch Collection. Unlike the treasures 

from Krebs’ estate, the paintings Erich Koch had brought 

together in Königsberg during the war had all been looted 

by the Nazis from major collections in Western Europe 

as well as Ukraine. Many of them probably adorned the 

elaborate ‘palace’ Koch had constructed on his estate of 

Gross-Friedrichsberg about eight kilometres north of 

Köningsberg. Today the palace is nowhere to be seen, 

and only fragments of Koch’s underground bunkers are 

visible as he left them in 1945: overgrown, forgotten, and 

not even publicly accessible. Already in 1942 Koch had 

succeeded in having the Amber Chamber seized by the 

invading German Army from the Catharine Palace in 

Tsarskoe Selo and reassembled in Königsberg’s Teutonic 

                                                
45 See Konstantin Akinsha and Grigorii Kozlov, “Thuringia: Impressionist Masterpieces in a Cellar”, in 

Beautiful Loot (New York, 1995), pp. 142– 43. 

Fig 10. Erich Koch, Gauleiter and Ober-

Präsident of East Prussia, Reich Commissar 

of Ukraine (a) in East Prussia, 1944; and  

(b) on his estate of Gross Friedrichsburg, 

near Königsberg, 1945. Images courtesy of 

Avenir Ovsianov, from his book, U nikh est’ 

rodina (Moscow: ROSSPEN, 2010). 

Fig. 9. (b) The secret cellar door to the safe room for Krebs’ 

art collection; and (c) the hole cut out by SVAG for entry in 

1948. Images courtesy Sebastian Schlegel, Klassik 

Foundation, Weimar. 
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Castle. That impressive symbol of German rule in East Prussia likewise remains in ruins in the 

centre of the Russian capital of Kaliningrad Oblast. 

 Since Koch was simultaneously Reich Commissar of Ukraine, not surprisingly his 

personal collection included paintings from Kyiv state museums. Those were seized when the 

ERR and its successor agency under 

Koch’s Reich Commissariat of 

Ukraine were retreating from Ukraine 

in September and October 1943. They 

were all remnants of the most 

important art collection in 

prerevolutionary Ukrainian lands 

brought together by the prominent 

sugar-beet magnate Bohdan Khanenko 

and his wife Barbara, but then 

dispersed after 1917. My earlier article 

related the sad fate of an estimated 900 

paintings and the finest 400 icons from 

three Kyiv state museums that Koch 

ordered sent to Königsberg in 

December 1943. Later in November 

1944, the 78 crates of art from Ukraine 

were evacuated to the elegant manor 

house on the Von Schwerin estate of 

Wildenhoff, 70 kilometres south of Königsberg (now Dzikowo in Poland).46   

 The mansion and all of the art were deliberately destroyed by an SS squad in February 

1945 when the Red Army arrived to ‘liberate’ East Prussia, subsequently annexed to the 

Soviet Union. My son Almon, who came with his family from Stockholm and attended my 

2015 IISH seminar, photographed the same lake and found the ruins of the mansion when we 

visited in July 2014. 
 

 
 

                                                
46 Grimsted, “Art and Icons Lost in East Prussia: German Seizures from Kyiv Museums”, Jahrbücher 

für Geschichte Osteuropas, 61 (2013), Heft 1, pp. 47–91; at 

http://www.huri.harvard.edu/images/pdf/grimsted_kyiv_loss_mar_13.pdf.

Fig. 11. The Baroque palace on the Von Schwerin estate of 

Wildenhoff (now Polish Dzikowo Iławeckie), 60 km south 

of Königsberg. Image from a nineteenth-century engraving 

by Alexander Duncker. 

Fig. 12. On the lands of the 

former Schwerin estate in 

Dzikowo Iławeckie, Poland 

(2014). (a) The same lake in the 

village of Dzikowo (2014); (b) 

Ruins of the Von Schwerin 
mansion (2014). Photographs 

by Almon John Grimsted. 

http://www.huri.harvard.edu/images/pdf/grimsted_kyiv_loss_mar_13.pdf
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 That whole story was repressed in the Soviet Union and became known only after 

Ukrainian independence. The Soviets had submitted a German document describing the art from 

Ukraine in East Prussia as an exhibit at the Nuremberg trial against Rosenberg, while Koch was 

still in hiding. The Soviet prosecutor never mentioned – if he even knew – that the Germans had 

deliberately destroyed most of the art when the Red Army arrived. 

 

 
 

 There has been considerable speculation since that some of the art from Wildenhoff 

was ‘saved.’ Even the Stasi was vitally interested, because rumours persisted that crates of 

the Amber Chamber were also evacuated to Wildenhoff, although no confirmation has ever 

surfaced.47 Apparently Koch had co-opted at least 15 choice Western paintings from the Kyiv 

hoard for his personal collection before the crates left Königsberg – predominantly Old 

Masters from what is today the Khanenko Museum in Kyiv. That same month of February 

1945, when most of the art from Kyiv was destroyed in Wildenhoff, Koch’s estate manager, 

SS-Standartenführer Albert Popp (1904–1978), evacuated circa 67 paintings and 100 

engravings from Koch’s personal collection in Königsberg and deposited them in the 

Provincial Museum in Weimar. Later in April 1945, just when Koch himself was escaping to 

Denmark on an ice breaker under the assumed name of Ralf Berger, Popp returned to 

Weimar in a Red Cross truck with Swiss registration and absconded with over half the 

collection. Only one painting among those Popp removed has surfaced since on Western 

auction, while two have been reported in private collections – one in the UK and another in 

the United States.48 Those remaining in Weimar were deposited in a local bank safe. 

 In 1948 the Soviet Military Administration in Germany (SVAG/SMAD) with a senior 

curator from the Hermitage, Ksenia A. Agafonova, removed the remaining 27 (or possibly 

30) paintings from the Weimar bank. In her long-secret 1948 report, which I found in a 

                                                
47 See for example: http://www.amberroom.org/locations-castles-wildenhoff-deu.htm.  
48 Grimsted, “Nazi-Looted Art”, IJCP 22 (2015), no. 1, pp. 13–19. With thanks to Nina Senger in Berlin, 

who kindly shared some of her provenance research with me. 

Fig. 13. (a) Reichsmarschall 

Hermann Göring exiting the 

Goudstikker Gallery, 

Heerengracht 458, 
Amsterdam, 1941. Image from 

the National Archives of the 

Netherlands, courtesy Bureau 

Herkomst Gezocht, The 

Hague; (b) Business card from 

the Jacques Goudstikker 

Gallery, Heerengracht 458, 

Amsterdam. Image courtesy of 

the Amsterdam City Archives. 

http://www.amberroom.org/locations-castles-wildenhoff-deu.htm
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Moscow archive in 2009, Agafonova claimed that Koch had seized all of the paintings from 

Ukrainian museums, justifying her recommendation to send the collection to the USSR. 

Since my discovery of that segment of important SVAG records, unfortunately, most of the 

documents relating to restitution and retrieval of cultural valuables have been withdrawn 

from public availability.49 

After finding lists of the paintings Koch had deposited in Weimar in the Stasi Archive 

in Berlin – one from 1945 and another from 1947 – I have been trying to identify the 

provenance of the paintings with much help from a number of art specialists. Contrary to the 

report of Hermitage curator Agafonova, my provisional analysis with advice from Kyiv 

curators suggests that probably less than 

a quarter were from Kyiv – only 13 or 14 

paintings among those that Koch sent to 

the Weimar in February 1945. And of the 

27–30 paintings SVAG removed from 

the Weimar bank, no more than a quarter 

– probably only 7 or 8 – were from Kyiv. 

None of them have returned to Kyiv.  

 Thanks to those lists and other 

Western sources, it has been possible to 

establish provisional provenance for 

many of the paintings listed. As it turns 

out, Koch purchased 16 or 17 paintings 

from Reichsmarschall Hermann Göring. 

On the basis of Göring Collection 

catalogues, it can be documented that 

Göring had in turn acquired those 16 or 

17 paintings from the prominent Dutch 

Jewish dealer Jacques Goudstikker 

(1879–1940) in June 1940. Thanks to 

Perry Schrier, who heads the Herkomst Gezocht (Origins Unknown) Bureau in The Hague 

and who participated in the IISH October 2015 seminar, I now have copies of confirming 

documents from the postwar Netherlands Art Property Foundation (Stichting Nederlands 

Kunstbezit, SNK) files.  

 Thanks to colleagues in the Klassik Stiftung in Weimar, during my visit in October 

2015, I obtained copies of the original lists of the Koch Collection and many related 

documents in two different Weimar archives.50 One Weimar document confirms that some 

paintings that Koch deposited there indeed had Goudstikker labels. Newly published 

documents from the Hermitage Archive confirm the receipt of the Koch Collection in early 

1949 and affirm that at least four Goudstikker paintings were among their ‘trophy’ receipts 

– now labelled ‘displaced’ art (“Peremeshchennoe iskustvo”) in the title of the revealing 

                                                
49 Agafonova, “Otchet o komandirovke s 27 avgusta po 11 sentiabria po zemle Tiuringiia”, Russian State 

Archive of the Economy (RGAE), fond 413, opis’ 16 (earlier file 292, fols. 193–94; cc [signed] fols. 213–14); 

and Agafonova with Lt. Colonel Sergei Sidorovk, “Zakliuchenie”, Berlin, 9 December 1948 (earlier file 292, 

fol. 192. Since my discovery of the documents about the Koch Collection (earlier file 292) and identification 

of those long-lost files within SVAG records, the entire series within the foreign trade records (fond 413, opis’ 

16) has been reprocessed in RGAE. The documents relating to restitution and retrieval of cultural property are 

all withdrawn. 
50 I am particularly grateful to Peter Prölss, and to the Klassik Stiftung for hosting me in Weimar and 

assisting with acquisition of appropriate copies from the Thüringische Hauptstaatsarchiv Weimar and the 

Goethe-Schiller Archive; additional analysis is underway. 

Fig. 14. Aelbert Cuyp (1620–1691), Boy with a Falcon 

(Goudstikker #1284). Image courtesy Bureau Herkomst 

Gezocht, The Hague, from the Dutch National Archives. 
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2014 Hermitage publication.51 One document specifically named Aelbert Cuyp’s Boy with 

a Falcon (Knabe mit Falken) as arriving with the Koch Collection.52 Several other 

suspected Goudstikker paintings mentioned in the Hermitage documents as having come to 

the museum after the war will require further investigation – once it becomes possible to 

examine the paintings themselves and verify the numbers on Goudstikker labels, if they still 

remain. 

 France is also represented in the Koch Collection, it turns out, thanks again to a 

recent published document from the Hermitage Archive now verified with Western sources. 

Indeed provisional identification suggests that as many as 7 or 8 paintings sent by Koch to 

Weimar were owned by the prominent French 

Jewish dealer Georges Wildenstein (1893–

1963). Seized by German agents from the 

Château de Moire, in August 1940 one of the 

French national museum safe havens for 

Jewish collections, that group of Wildenstein 

paintings went directly to Göring (reportedly 

via the ERR). Not processed by the ERR in 

the Jeu de Paume in Paris, however, none of 

them appear in the ERR inventory of the 

Wildenstein Collection. From Göring 4 or 5 

of those Wildenstein paintings seized from 

Moire subsequently went to Koch and were 

among the remnants of the Koch Collection 

from Weimar that arrived at the Hermitage. 

One 1949 Hermitage document specifically 

identifies the arrival with the Koch Collection 

of John Opie’s Woman in White, noting that it 

was listed in the French postwar register of 

wartime losses. Indeed, it is listed in the 

published Repértoire and in postwar claims 

filed in France by Georges Wildenstein.53 It 

was also listed among the paintings seized 

from the Château de Moire. 

 After several years of refusals, I was 

                                                
51 Gosudarstvennye Ermitage: “Peremeshchennoe iskustvo” 1945–1958: Arkhivnye dokumenty – [State 

Hermitage: “Displaced Art”, 1945–1958: Archival documents], Chast I [Part I], comp. Anna Aponasenko (St. 

Petersburg: Izd-vo Gosudarstvennye Ermitazha, 2014). 
52 The Cuyp painting was seized from the Goudstikker firm on behalf of Reichsmarschall Hermann 

Göring, July 1940 (Göring 0531); subsequently sold to Gauleiter Koch. Evacuated from Königsberg to 

Weimar, February 1945; received by the Hermitage, Leningrad, January 1949. The 1947 Weimar list notes 

“markings from the occupied Netherlands”. Confirmed by Herkomst Gezocht, SNK 9127/750/14645. Yeide’s 

Goering catalogue does not list this painting as having been acquired by Göring, but a larger one with a 
variant of the same subject is included, likewise pictured in the French published Göring catalogue. Dutch 

documents confirm the Goudstikker attribution, and the dimensions correspond to those on the Weimar list. 
53 Gos. Ermitage: “Peremeshchennoe iskustvo”, p. 233, doc. 54; p. 274, doc. 63; see France, Répertoire 

des biens spoliés en France durant la guerre 1939–1945 (Berlin, 1947), vol. 2, p. 74, no. 1206; from OBIP 

claim, no. 32.129. That listing is confirmed in the Georges Wildenstein claims held in AMAE in La Courneuve. 

Cf. Nancy H. Yeide, Beyond the Dreams of Avarice: The Hermann Goering Collection (Dallas: Laurel 

Publishing, 2009), A1059. The Opie is numbered 33 on the German list of seizures from the Château de Moire 
(2 Aug. 1940), National Archives of the United States in College Park, MD (NACP), RG 242: series: Records 

of the German Military Commander in France (NAID 7891226). Passed to Göring (RM 1047; RMGO 1382), 

and subsequently to Erich Koch, deposited in Weimar, February 1945; received by the Hermitage, 1949. 

Fig. 15. John Opie (1761–1807), Lady in White 

– from the collection of Georges Wildenstein. 

Image courtesy of France, Ministère des 

affaires Étrangères, Archives diplomatique, La 

Courneuve (AMAE, 209SUP-1035/515). 
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finally admitted to the Hermitage for additional archival research on the Koch Collection 

for a week at the end of June 2015. My receiving consultant, Anna Aponasenko, who had 

compiled the 2014 volume of Hermitage documents, showed me the original files used for 

the publication and a few additional ones. I found only bits and pieces not included in the 

publication.54 Regrettably, I was not permitted to examine any of the paintings I had 

requested, which it was explained were “temporarily unavailable” in an off-site location 

undergoing preservation. I came away with some hope that it would be possible to return in 

2016 to continue my investigation. 

Even before full identification and provenance attribution is possible for those paintings 

listed in the Koch Collection deposited in Weimar, my research is nonetheless proving an 

important example of the possibilities of East-West cooperation in the identification of still 

‘displaced’ art from the Second World War in Russia and Ukraine, as well as in the West. On a 

more general level, analysis of the Koch Collection raises attention to several important themes 

that should be emphasized in the study of Nazi art looting and postwar restitution issues.  

 

                                                
54 I am very grateful to Anna Aponasenko for assistance and consultations during my visit. Given the 

apparent lack of information about the paintings received with the Koch Collection, I proposed further 

collaboration for an eventual enhanced Russian edition of my study of the collection when further 

examination of the paintings themselves becomes possible. 

Fig. 16. School of Canaletto (Giovanni Antonio Canale, 1697–1768), Four Views of Venice, from the 

Collection of Jacques Goudstikker, Amsterdam: (a) Piazza Santa Margherita (=Goudstikker #2166), 
reportedly received by the Hermitage, 1949; (b) Il Campo di San Polo (=Goudstikker #2165) reported in 

a London private collection; (c) Isolo San Giorgio (=Goudstikker #2167); and (d) La Riva degli 

Schiavoni (=Goudstikker #2168). Images from Catalogue de la Collection Goudstikker, No 36 (1928–

1929), Nos. 9–12; courtesy of the Fine Arts Library, Harvard University. 
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(1) Dispersal of Looted Art. The Koch Collection, and the component collections from 

which it was drawn, provides a prime example of the pan-European dispersal of important 

works of looted art during the war and its aftermath, which deserves more serious attention 

today. To be sure, dispersed art also crossed the oceans, as did many of the sources needed for 

provenance research.  

 One example is a group of four Canaletto paintings from the Jacques Goudstikker 

Collection, which were last exhibited together in the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam in 

1934.55 ‘Sold’ to Koch after seizure by Göring in June 1940, transported to Königsberg, and 

deposited together in Weimar in 1945, today they are widely dispersed. Although they were 

attributed to Canaletto by Goudstikker and in Göring Collection catalogues, the latest edition 

of W.G. Constable’s Canaletto catalogue raisonné (1989), considers the four as being “by the 

same hand […] from the school of Canaletto.”56 

(2) Contrasting patterns of Nazi art-looting East and West. Another vitally important 

theme is the contrasting patterns 

of Nazi art-looting East and West. 

Nazi art seizures in the West 

concentrated predominantly on 

private, and usually Holocaust-

related seizures – from Jews who 

were forced to sell their art in 

order to flee abroad, who fled 

leaving art behind, or who were 

deported. In this case, Koch’s 

Western European acquisitions, 

most of them via Göring, came 

from two prominent Jewish art 

dealers, both of whose firms were 

‘aryanized’ after the owners had 

fled their homes: Jacques 

Goudstikker from Amsterdam and 

Georges Wildenstein from Paris.  

On the Eastern Front, by 

contrast, significant German art 

looting was from state collections, 

none of it privately owned, at least within the pre-1939 Soviet borders. The Germans seized 

most of the art loot when they were retreating in 1943 and 1944, often claiming it would be 

destroyed in the anticipated fierce Soviet recapture of Ukraine. Some of the paintings from 

Kyiv in this case study included major prerevolutionary collections that had been nationalized 

and dispersed during the Soviet regime, where rights to private property had been abolished. A 

prime example here is the collection of Bohdan and Barbara Khanenko. Today, the museum in 

Kyiv that was the source of many of Koch’s paintings from Ukraine deposited in Weimar bears 

their name; it still occupies the building that was the prerevolutionary Khanenko home. 

                                                
55 Italiaansche kunst in nederlandsch bezit, Stedelijk museum, Amsterdam, 1 juli–1 oktober 1934 

([Amsterdam: Druk de Bussy, 1934]). The paintings passed to Hermann Göring and then ‘sold’ to Gauleiter 

Koch, 1940. Evacuated to Weimar, February 1945, and subsequently dispersed. 
56 The latest edition of W.G. Constable’s catalogue raisonné, Canaletto: Giovanni Antonio Canal, 1697–

1768, 2nd edn revised by J.G. Links, 2 vols. (Oxford/New York: Clarendon Press, 1989), reports (b) Il Campo 
di San Polo in a private collection in London. Although he noted “present location unknown” for the other 

three, two are probably in the Hermitage, one of them listed specifically by title in the 2014 Hermitage 

published documents, and the other was last rumored in private hands elsewhere in the former Soviet Union. 

Fig. 17. Goudstikker’s pocket catalogue of his collection, the 

‘Black Book’, here open to the page with Four Views of 

Venice, which he had attributed to Canaletto (Fig. 6), nos. 

2165–2168. Image from the original; courtesy of the 

Amsterdam City Archives. 
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(3) Hopes for possible restitution. Finally, alas, there also remains a significant gap 

between perspectives for possible restitution from East to West in contrast to possibilities from 

West to East. The East-West divide regarding possibilities and adequate claim procedures for 

Nazi-looted cultural property still remains in sharp contrast, particularly when it is a question 

of restitution of cultural property, and especially art, from East to West.57 The Russian 

Federation adopted a law in 1998 (with 2000 amendments), virtually nationalizing cultural 

property acquired by Soviet state museums and other government institutions – or as termed in 

the law, “displaced to the territory of the Russian Federation as a result of the Second World 

War.”58 Thus in the case of Russia, when captured cultural valuables from ‘the West’ surface 

and are identified in ‘the East’, and even objects seized from Holocaust victims such as 

Jacques Goudstikker and Georges 

Wildenstein, finding ‘just and fair solutions’ 

for their restitution still remains a distant 

dream, if not virtually impossible.  

Unfortunately Poland, despite its 

membership in the European Union and 

Western-oriented cultural traditions, still 

remains in ‘the East’ with respect to attitudes 

towards restitution of looted or ‘displaced’ 

works of art acquired by state museums in 

Poland during or as a result of the war and 

identified as of foreign ownership. The 

Polish Government and its Ministry of 

Culture have been extremely active in a well-

financed and efficient campaign to locate and 

seek return of Polish cultural property that 

was seized during wartime occupation. No 

one can doubt the extent of Polish losses 

                                                
57 See the earlier analysis, P.K. Grimsted, “Progress in Identification and Restitution of ‘Displaced’ 

Cultural Loot? Access to Archives East and West”, in “The West” Versus “The East“ or a United Europe? 

The different conceptions of provenance research, documentation and identification of looted cultural assets 

and the possibilities of international cooperation in Europe and worldwide. Proceedings of an international 

academic conference held in Poděbrady on 8–9 October, 2013 (Prague Documentation Centre for Property 

Transfers of Cultural Assets of WWII Victims, 2014), pp. 120–43; at 

https://socialhistory.org/sites/default/files/docs/grimsted-podebradyessay13.pdf - overlay-context=en/russia-

archives-and-restitution/bibliography. 
58 See for example, P.K. Grimsted, “Legalizing ‘Compensation’ and the Spoils of War”: The Russian 

Law on Displaced Cultural Valuables and the Manipulation of Historical Memory”, in Spoils of War v. 
Cultural Heritage: The Russian Cultural Property Law in Historical Context, ed. Patricia Kennedy Grimsted; 

= International Journal of Cultural Property 17, no. 2 (2010), pp. 217–55; an English translation of the 

Russian law by Konstantin Akinsha and P.K. Grimsted is in Appendix 1, pp. 413–26. 

Fig. 18. (a) Jan van Goyen (1595–1656), Huts on a 

Canal (Polish, Chałupy nad kanalem) or Landscape 

with Peasant Farm (=Goudstikker #1692); 

‘purchased’ by Göring in 1940 following seizure of 

the Goudstikker Gallery in Amsterdam and sold to 
Gauleiter Koch, Danzig; (b) Goudstikker label on the 

stretcher – with Goudstikker BlackBook #1692. 

Images courtesy of the Muzeum Narodowe, Gdańsk. 

https://socialhistory.org/sites/default/files/docs/grimsted-podebradyessay13.pdf#overlay-context=en/russia-archives-and-restitution/bibliography
https://socialhistory.org/sites/default/files/docs/grimsted-podebradyessay13.pdf#overlay-context=en/russia-archives-and-restitution/bibliography
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during the NS regime, but many have become extremely critical of the Polish Government 

failure to reciprocate and develop adequate restitution procedures for cultural property of ‘red-

flag’ provenance or that was illegally acquired in Poland during the war and its aftermath, even 

from Holocaust victims of Polish origin. 

Contrary to problems of research in Russia, at least in Poland a more open society makes 

it possible to examine and better document art ‘displaced’ as a result of the Second World War. 

I close with an image of the only painting that Reich Commissar and Gauleiter Erich Koch 

‘purchased’ from Reichsmarschall Hermann Göring that I have actually seen so far – namely a 

seventeenth-century Dutch painting from the Goudstikker Collection by Jan van Goyen, 

Peasant Huts by a Canal, which today is hanging in the Muzeum Narodowe (National 

Museum) in Gdańsk.59  

Erich Koch was apparently closely involved in the Danzig acquisition of this important 

Van Goyen from the Goudstikker Collection in the Netherlands. The issue of its possible 

restitution to the Goudstikker heirs now resident in the United States raises a difficult 

challenge, first and foremost because of current Polish government policy. In contrast, in 2006 

the Dutch Government returned 200 paintings to Jacques Goudstikker’s daughter-in-law and 

sole heir, Marei von Saher, now a U.S. citizen.60 The lack of adequate procedures for 

restitution in Poland would suggest a most difficult road to restitution for the Gdańsk Van 

Goyen.  

That also contrasts sharply with the case of a seventeenth-century Dutch painting seized 

by the Germans in 1943 in Kyiv that Koch had ordered to Königsberg and that recently 

surfaced in private hands in the Netherlands. Consigned to auction in Amsterdam in 2011, 

Arcadian Landscape with Dancing Nymphs by Cornelis van Poelenburgh (1586–1667) was 

identified by the Art Loss Register (London) as having been seized in a state museum in Kyiv, 

as listed in the German database lostart.de. As the Germans were retreating from Ukraine in 

September 1943, it was listed with its Kyiv museum registration number on a receipt for the 

first crate of seized paintings taken first to Kamianets-Podilskyi (southeast Ukraine). It was 

likewise listed in the first crate of paintings that Erich Koch ordered shipped to Königsberg in 

December 1943.61  

In April 2015, that painting became the first work of art seized by the Germans from 

Kyiv to be returned to what is today the Bohdan and Varvara Khanenko National Museum of 

Art. That return to Ukraine was predicated on what the Ukrainian side considered a private out-

59 See more details about the painting at issue and its acquisition in Grimsted, “Nazi Looted Art”, IJCP, 

2015, no. 1, esp. pp. 30–35, including the context of other paintings ‘purchased’ in the occupied Netherlands. 
60 See the Investigative report Goudstikker (RC 1.15), issued by the Dutch Restitutions Commission, 

2015, who kindly provided me a copy. Details of the complicated legal arrangements are found in the case 

study: Anne Laure Bandle, Alessandro Chechi, Marc-André Renold, “Case 200 Paintings – Goudstikker Heirs 

and the Netherlands”, Platform ArThemis (http://unige.ch/art-adr), along with other publications regarding the 
Goudstikker Collection on the website of the Centre of Art-Law, University of Geneva. See also the 

exhibition catalogue with important introductions: Peter C. Sutton et al., Reclaimed: Paintings from the 

Collection of Jacques Goudstikker (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, with the Bruce Museum, 

Greenwich, Connecticut, and The Jewish Museum, New York, 2008). 
61 The shipments from Kyiv to Kamianets-Podilskyi, 23 September 1943 and then to Königsberg on 11 

December 1943 are documented in Grimsted, “Art and Icons Lost in East Prussia”, JGO; the inventory for the 

47 crates entitled “Verzeichnis der aus dem Landesmuseum Kiew nach Kamenez-Podolsk verbrachten und nach 

Königsberg weitergeleiteten Kunstgegenstände”, became part of the Nuremberg series, NG-4353, on NARA 

Microfilm Publication T-1139/roll 44; the Poelenburgh with registration #2610 was listed in the first crate 

(MW-1). The image is in an initial printed signature of an early twentieth-century album of the Khanenko 

Collection, covering Dutch paintings – Tableau des écoles nederlandaises (Kiev, 1911–1913), p. 51, with the 

title in French as Sylène et bacchantes dans un paysage. A small version of that image from Catalogue of Works 
of Western European Painters Lost During Second World War, by O. Roslavets et al. (Kyiv: ComPolis, 1998), 

pp. 60–61, accompanying the lostart.de listing ID: 237262, helped the Lost Art Register spot the painting and 

Khanenko curator Olena Zhykova substantiate the Kyiv claim.  

http://unige.ch/art-adr
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of-court ‘just and fair solution’ – namely a repurchase for a reasonable sum from the Dutch 

owner. The Dutch owner had earlier purchased the painting on auction in good faith, not aware 

and not informed that it had been stolen from Kyiv during German occupation. The Khanenko 

Museum found a Ukrainian businessman and member of Parliament as sponsor for the 

privately arranged purchase and presentation as gift to the museum, rather than any official 

government involvement.62 Apparently Ukraine does not have adequate legal procedures for 

restitution of wartime looted cultural goods from abroad, or for restitution of cultural property 

still held in Ukraine to foreign owners. Despite such shortcomings, a happy ending was 

achieved through private sponsorship and Dutch goodwill.  

 It is worth mentioning in closing that, since my IJCP Koch article appeared, we have 

further documented the complicated wartime provenance of a second Goudstikker painting still 

in Gdańsk that had also passed through Göring’s hands. Willem van Nieulandt’s Italian 

Landscape (Italienische Landschaft) – with an image on the Museum website – was acquired 

by the Danzig Museum in 1944 (Goudstikker1082/H72).63 Featured (with image) in a 2007 

article in Der Spiegel, more complete documentation is now available, thanks again to Perry 

Schrier and the Herkomst Gezocht Bureau in The Hague. In this case, there is no evidence that 

Koch was involved in its ‘sale’ to Danzig, although Göring was more directly involved.  

A more complete rundown on the Dutch paintings that were acquired by the Danzig 

Museum during the war – now estimated to be as many as 15 or 16 – is badly needed.64 That 

will require detailed provenance research in connection with Gdańsk art specialists, if indeed 

the Gdańsk Museum today would be prepared to join the Dutch concern about ‘red-flag’ or 

questionable wartime acquisitions. Certainly in that connection a closing tribute is due to the 

                                                
62 See the article by the Khanenko Museum deputy director Olena Zhyvkova, “Zabuty nemozhna, 

povernuty!” at http://aej.org.ua/exhibitions/1654.html – with a colored image. The return was made possible 

through the generosity of Peoples Deputy, and head of the Ukrainian Jewish Committee, Oleksandr Feldman, 

through his charitable foundation. Regrettably, no information has been released as to how that Poelenburgh 

reached London, where it first surfaced on auction from an anonymous seller in 1986. It does not appear on 

either of the Weimar lists of paintings in the Koch Collection. 
63 It was pictured along with the Van Goyen in an article by Erich Wiedemann, “Beutekumnst: Die 

Einpaker”, Der Spiegel, 32 (2007), pp. 136–39. Listed by Yeide, Goering (image lacking) as A374, its more 
complicated wartime provenance has since been better documented. 

64 Many are listed with illustrations in a volume issued by the Danzig wartime museum director Willi 

Drost, Die Danziger Gemäldegalerie: Neuerwerbungen 1940/41 (Danzig: Verlag A.W. Kafemann, 1943). 

Fig. 19. Cornelis van Poelenburgh (1586–1667), Arcadian Landscape 

with Dancing Nymphs. Documented from the prerevolutionary Khanenko 

Collection in Kyiv, seized by the retreating Germans in September 1943 

and shipped to Königsberg in December 1943, returned to the Khanenko 

Museum in April 2015. Image courtesy of the Khanenko Museum. 

http://aej.org.ua/exhibitions/1654.html
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recent provenance research program undertaken by the Dutch Museum Association 

(Nederlandse Museumvereniging, NMV), which could be an example for Poland. An 

important participant in the IISH October seminar, namely my friend Helen Schrieten, directed 

that admirable project undertaken by the NMV before her retirement earlier in 2015.65  

Many of the important SNK files regarding paintings alienated from the Netherlands 

during the war have been collected in a database by the Herkomst Gezocht Bureau in The 

Hague, which is scheduled to go online later in 2016. Henceforth, it will be easier to document 

the Dutch paintings sold to Danzig through the active wartime art market in the occupied 

Netherlands.66 As research is beginning to show, the Goudstikker Van Goyen and the 

additional one by Willem van Nieulandt were only the tip of the iceberg in terms of 

questionable sales to Danzig during wartime occupation, with purchases arranged by the Nazi 

museum director Willi Drost. Subsequently in 1945, some of those questionable wartime 

acquisitions from Western sources were seized by Soviet trophy scouts, together with the Van 

Goyen; fortunately, the Van Goyen returned to Gdańsk from Leningrad, but some of the others 

have yet to be returned from Russia to Poland. 

 

 

 Seventy years after the end of the Second World War, unfortunately we are forced to 

conclude that the East-West divide and Cold War attitudes still persist in many countries 

resulting in the lack of attention to appropriate provenance research and pan-European 

restitution of ‘displaced’ cultural prisoners of war. Too many countries that have signed on to 

countless international resolutions, the Washington Principles among them, calling for open 

archives and restitution to victims of the Holocaust, among other victims of the Nazi Regime, 

still lack adequate legal procedures for claims from victims of wartime cultural seizures. Here 

in a pan-European perspective we have been speaking of ‘displaced’ cultural prisoners of war – 

archives, books, and works of art – that remain in the Russian Federation, Belarus, Ukraine, 

and Poland. Is there any hope for more ‘just and fair solutions’ – be it for claims from 

Holocaust victims in the West, especially from EU member countries, or be it claims for 

‘displaced’ cultural items held today in state museums in Eastern Europe, including now 

independent countries of the former Soviet Union and EU members such as Poland? At least 

we can take pride that today, with more awareness of the need, encouragement of and better 

facilities for provenance research, the identification of more displaced cultural property 

becomes possible. 

  

                                                
65 The NMV website features an English-language report on the project, “the Investigation into the 

provenance of museum collections in connection with the theft, confiscation and sale of objects under duress 

between 1933 and 1945”: http://www.museumacquisitions.nl/en/10/home/. 
66 See the website in Dutch and English: http://www.herkomstgezocht.nl. I was delighted that Perry 

Schrier, who heads the Herkomst Gezocht Bureau in The Hague could join the IISH seminar, and I owe him 

hearty thanks for assistance in documenting the Koch Collection and my related investigations.  

http://www.museumacquisitions.nl/en/10/home/
http://www.herkomstgezocht.nl/
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